CASE STUDY

Ransomware attacks interrupt operations and stop work

Challenges

• **Ransomware got past** their old AV
• **Infection** reached a main server and interrupted operations
• **Two days** were spent re-imaging servers and prevented a division from doing business

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes

• **Layered protection:** Malwarebytes uses multiple layers to address advanced threats with different attack vectors
• **Cloud-based:** The Endpoint Protection solution keeps all systems safe under a single cloud.
• **Flexible:** Malwarebytes functions well alongside their other antivirus solution.

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

• **Stops** ransomware infections
• **Prevents infections** from malicious websites
• **Simplifies** endpoint protection deployment and management
• **Runs smoothly** without affecting users
Malwarebytes Endpoint Protection caught the ransomware that Symantec missed. It’s the best solution because it’s easy to use and manage, and it covers our Macs.
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